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Nonmetric Multidimensional Scaling:,

An Evaluation of Thtee Data Collection Methods

Michael' J. Subkoviak.,

Alai-t L. Roecks

The University of Wisconsin

AbstAact

The present study examinen- three different methods of data collection
.

in which subjects judged proximity between object pairs. One method rekluired

subjects to partition objects into homogenedus subsets; the second entailed
/ .

.

rating -,,fooj ca pairs, on a S imilarity-dissimilarity continuum; and the third

involVed Comparing inter-object proximities to a fixed standard. The three

types of proxirnities were analyzed by the normietric multidimensional scaling,

/ , ,\ .

procedure, and subsequent multidimensional representations were compared for

accuracy to a criterion or ittru' e!' multidimensional configuration of the swine

Considerable differences in accuracyobjects generated by the.,same subjects.
.

were fonr,id among th iLetheds:'
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Nonmetric Multidimensional Scaling:

, An Evaluation of Threej3ata Collection Methods

Michael J. Subkoviak

Alan L: Roecks

The University of Wisconsin

BackciA.omd

Given a measure of proximity (similarity or dissimilarity) between each

Tair,of objects 01,02,...,011, nonmetric multidimensionsl_scaling (Kruskal,

1964a, 1964b.,Shepard, 1962a, 1962b) represents the objects as points in

dimensional space so that distances between ,pairs of points are monotonically

.related tobcorresponding input proximities. the proximities need only be

distance-like (Shepart,1972 , p.'24) and measured on at least an Qordinal

scale', thus methods of generating such''data are quite varied.

Due to the definitional generality of "proximity", an

exhaustive listing of data suitable for nonmetric multidimensional scaling

is all but impossible. However Coombs (1964), Torgerson (1958) and Wish
W

(1972) have compiled taxonomies of commonly'dsed proximity measures and.

methods for collecting them.

.

Since behavioral sciences focus on the activity of animate entities,

proximities are commonly generated by having subjects. em oy their cognitive,

affect Or psychomotor facilities in judging,inter -obja t similarities and
10

dissimilarities. The present studydeals with three Such judgmental methods.
6

Non-judgmental tedhniques constitute second source of proximity measures.

11.
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This class includes methods in which objectiely measured properties of ob-

. .- .
Jetts are used to derive a proximity index, e.g. two objects,, can be measured,

. _
.

on height, weight and other relevant attributes And the correlation or
.

sum

of squared,-standardized differences'across these variables taken as

the inter-object proximity. Non judgmental indices are also employed within

the behavioral sciences and are particularly common to outside disciplines:

The present study does not involve non-judgmental proximities.

Inter-obj8ct proximities'were judged be-su jects in the present study%)
in the following ways: (1) proximity grouping, ( proximity rating and (3)

proximitzrcomparison. Each of these methods is des ibed in detail below.

PV,ximity gkoupLii. The instructions in proximity grouping tasksask subjects

to sort n obje &ts in.6o, mutually exclusive and exhaustive groups so 'hat ob-

t----k_

,jects in the saMe group ai Inure similar to each other than Le objects in
, . /

other groups. The prOportion (or frequency) of times objects of and are

sorted into the same group is often used as a measure of proximity. is
'

type of index has been employed in 1 multidimensional analysis of peison ity

traits (Rosenberg, Nelson & Vivekananthan, 1968), nations (Wish, Deutsc &

Biner, 1970) and university'faculty (Subkoviak & Levin, 1974).

The judgment required in proximity grouping is,quite simple, and thu

the method is particularly appropriate for use with complex objett properties

orlinsoAistitated subjects. Another advantage of the procedure.is that s

jects can respond to a large number of objects in a relatively shOrM span o

time.

040 - A.distinct disadvantage- of this approach is that a single sorting pro-

vides information about proximity difference between objects within the.

sam g up or about proximity differences between groups. .These,shortcomin
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be remedied, but at the expense of time and simplicity. For example, after

the initial grouping, subjects cah be asked to judge proximities bftween dif-

ferent groups or between objects wi.thin.the same group.

Pux.Zmity .ta.tLig. Subjects are presented with all possible object pairs

(oi ,o.3 ) and are askcd,to rate the proximity df each pair on a scale,.e.g.

"SIMILAR : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : DISSIMILAR." The average scale value of
.

pair (oi ,o
j
) across all ratings is often used as a proximity measure. This

10
4

type of index has been employed in multidimensional analysis of_geometric

figures (Attneave, 19,50), attitudes (Metsick, 1954) and interpersopal rela-

tions (Wish, Kalplan 1)eutsth, 1974).

A numbet ocvariations in mode of ()ilea presentation and type of rating

.

. .

.scale are possible (Torgerson, 1958;. Wish, 1972); buthe judgmental task re-

mains basically one of .judging the absolute proximity ofeach objectpair,

as opposed to judging the proximities ad various pairs relative to one another

(see fhe proximity comparison method discussed below)'.

Complete information is obviously obtained about all n(n-1)/2 inter-object

proximities, at the expense of time and subject fatigue as n becomes large.

More important, the process of averaging ratings across subjects assumes that,

the scale has the same meaning for,,g1], subjects. This is typically a somewhat

over-optimistic supposition in the light of subjects'. variable response,ten-

denciet, e.g. attraction to or avoidance of the extreme ends of a rating

Scale.

Picoamity comliwtizon.: Subjects are asked to judge the degree of proximity,

between object pairs (o,o.) relative to a standard. For example, subjects
. i

might repoit the percent of similarity between (o]. .,o.). compared to the similar-
3

ity between a standard object-pair, and the average percent for (o.,o.) across
i

0
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all subjects taken as a proximity measule. This approach, has been used with

much success in judging the geographic proximity of various world cities

(Lundberg & Ehman, 1973Y, and the method generalizes easily to other stimuli,

Other variations of the comparative. jftment al3bioach, which are not

considered in the present study, are possible. For example, subjects might

be asked ,to provide a complete or weak (ties allowed) ranking of pairs (o.,o.3 )

from most similar,pair to least similar pair, and the average rank of (o.,o.3 )

across subjects taken as a proximity measure (Rapoport. Fillenbaum, 1972).

4

However, as the number.n and hOmogeniety of objects increase, this task becomes

quite difficult. Torgersn (1958) and Coombs (1964) also describe indirect

proeedures for transforming object. Comparisons to p.roximity data.
1

Like rating techniTies, Comparison methods roduce complete information

about inter-object proxlmities for a greater investment of time. In addition,

.

a %

such procod es may produce more valid and consistent data since - comparisons

among.actual.objects tend to be better-defined than ratings on a somewhat

ambiguous scale.

Method

Subjects. A total of 600 undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in '

communication arts and educational_pschology courses during the Spring Sem-
0 t

e'sterof 1974 at the.Univorsity of Wisconsinc(ook part'in the study.

Matetiats:' The present study compared the accuracy of the aforementioned

sorting; rating, and comparing methods in judging distances (geographic pro-

,
,

ximities) between U.S. cities (objects`)._ Two sets of ten cities were consid-
. . t

t'

.; I 4
4

ered: '(1) Set 1 E {Philadelphia, Baltimore, Detroit, Atlanta, Chicago, New -'

,

. ,y

111
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Orleans,. Denver, Phoenix, Seattle, Los Angeles) and (2) Set 2 E

cinnati, Atlanta, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Kai as City, New Orleans, Denver,

Phoenix, Houston). The 10(10-1)/2 F 45 inter-city distances of Set 1 are

heterogeneouS (standard deviation 660 miles) while those of Set 2 are homo-

geneous (standard deviation 365 miles)` .

are generally easier to differentiate than

judged proximities for Set 1 tend to be mo

cognitiy6 map than for Set 2.

Thus inter-city distances of Set 1

those of Set 2, and consequently

re consistent with alteindividaal's

Questionnaires were constructed for each of the three data-collection

methods, one involving the cities of Set 1 (shown below) and the second in-

volving those of Set 2 which were listed at the top of the questionnaire.

.

The directions for the proximity groupi* procedure were as foltOws.
T..p,

v

, .

$,' Sort the cities into separate,groups in the blank space.,

tbeam:, so ,at civics in the same group have small distances
between- t cm and are near one another. .Please sort each pity
into one'and only one group. Draw a circle around each sepa-
rate group.' Use as fyw or as many groups'as you think are
necessary; each group May contain as few or as.many cities as
seem appropriate.

The instructions.for the proximity rating method were as follows.

In Item 1 below rate the distance between Detroit and Los
Angeles on the scale 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9. Small numbers 0-4
indicate small distances, and the smaller the number the smaller
the distance between the two cities. Large numbers 5-9 indicate
large distances, and the larger the number, the larger the dis-
tance between the two cities.'

a

Plelage circle one and only one number 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
in each of the folloudng items.

The 45 poSsible-pairs of citieS'were then listed in random order, the order

within each pair also being randomized.

0

7
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6

The directions for the proximity Comparison tennique were as follows.

Imagine that the distance between New York City and San

Francisco equalS.100 units. Now compare the distances between
the cities above to the distance between New York City and San

Francisco. For example, the distance between Detroit and Los,
Angeles is what percent 'of the distance between New York City
and San Francisco? Record, your answer in Item 1 below.

Complete all the other 4tems in the same way. Compare the

distance between the given cities to the distance betwten New

, York City and San Francisco, and then record your answer as a
percent. 1

,

The 45-pairs of,cities were agai listed in the same randomized order as for

the proximity rating method.

jAfter all proximity grouping, rating or comparing judgments were made,

subjects wete instructed to break the 'seal on the last page of the question-

naire and to make a copy of their cognitive map on a completely blank Outline

4\
representation of the 'Contiental United StAes,(no man -made natUral fea-

t

ofally kind were depicted). The inter-city distance/on this "true
. .

map were used to deterMine the accuracy of.the grouping, rating or comparing

jtIdgments of those same distances. The actual instructions were as follows.

Use your mental picture or image of the U.S. to locate

the following cities on the map provided below.

1. Los Angeles 6. Chicago

2. ,Pllopnix 7. Denver

3. Baltimore . 8: New Orleans

4. Detroit 9. Atlanta

5. Seattle 10. Philadelphia,

t

Use a dot () to indicate the location of each city on

the map below. Then write the number of each'city (1 thru 10

above) over its dot (I). 'Please be sure to place all 10 cities

oft ti4 map.-

Pudedune. *The three data collectibn.methods were completely crossed With

the two sets of cities for a'total of six conditions, and 100 subjects were
'.1

randomly assigned to each condition;. Subjects were tested in,groupof About

y.,
8
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20-150. The six forms of questionnaire were arranged in cyclical order. and

distributLJ one'at a time, randomizing the assignment of subjects to corrdi-
1

Lions (Underwodd, 1966, p: 115). Subjects then completed the, sorting, rating

1

or comparing judgments and the cognitive map: The amount of time taken to

complete the questionnaires was recorded.

Avicalps,

. t

A numerical judgment S..
ij

orthe proximity between the 45 possible pairs

of cities was obtained for each condition, small numbers indicating that a

pair was geographically close and large numbers meaning the opposite. In

the-sorting task a pair was 'coded 0 if a subjbct placed those two citjes in .

Nc.

the same; group Or 1 if they were placed In different groups; in fhe rating

task pair; were scored 0 thru,9; and iri the comparing task' pairs were gener-

ally sccred 0 thru 100 percent (a few pairs were judged greater than.100 per- -

cent of the standard tiy a small number of subjects). Scores Sii ifor pair

(oi,y9were then averaged across the 100 subjects in each condition to obtaln

agroupproximitymeasure%rES. 1100 -for
4

the pair.

Theproximitymeasuresgiiwere next input into a nonmetric multidimen-

sionA scaling program MINISSA-I (Lingoes, 1973), and a two- dimensional repre-
,

sentation of the ten cities (defined by numerical coordinates).was,obtained

fmeachwilditimillellSEuclideal"istancescl-"Oc-..-)2 + (x. x. )
2

ij 11
x31

12 32

were computed between all pairs of cities in the representation, wlierel

(x.11'
1

x.2)arerthetwo-dimensim 1
alcoordinatesloaatingtityo.inthe config-

.uration for the 100 subjects. The purpose of the study was to compare these

TISSA-I distances fob accuracy to the 45 corresponding true distances be-
,

tuefn cities on the cognitive maps of the same 100 subjects.

1,

-
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Accordingly, the true.coordinates (Xii,Xi2) locating each city of on

each of the,100,cognitive maps were obthined using an electronic, digititer

that determines coordinateswin units of 1/200
t

,

hs
of an inch. True Euclidean.

distancek--
13

= 4x.
Yj1)2

(X12 Xj2)2 were obtained for each subject ,
11 4..

and averaged to providea group measure Dij = EDij/100 of the true distance

between pair (5i,oj).

Forpurposes'ofcowarisOn.,theMINISSA-Idistancesdijmete transformed ,

to the same unitSof measurement (1/200
ths

of an inch) as true distances Di

The new MINISSA-I distances were given by d!
i

= a-d where a =
j 13 13

2

ij

is chosen to minimize E(Fij dij)2. This is an adm ;ble linear transforma-

tion of ratio scale distances (Lord & Novick, 1968, p. 21) and corresponds to

a uniform shrinking 4.the.MINISSA-I configuration to make it.comparable to

the' cognitive map.

-Fitially,thetypicalpercentOfftsdrepancybetweentrueITij and
,

MINISSA -I dij across all 45 distances was computed as the measure of corre-

spondence- between the actual cognitive maps and the ,sorting, rating or compar-

4,ing judgments of the 100 subjects inba given, condition (Kruskal, 1964a, p. 15).

45

I OF. d!.]2 .

,
1 1j . 1J

Percent Error =
45 D.. + d1!'

1

lj j2
2

For example, as shown in Table 1 for sortings of Set 1 cities by N = 100 sub-

jects; d!j typically differ from true I.
13

by 32 percent.

Finally, to determine if results are consistent for various size groups;

the 100 subjects in each condition were randomly partitioned into five groups

of N = 20 and independently into ten groups of N =4"1.0 subjeCts; and the

analysis described above was.repeated for each of the smaller groups.

10
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ReAcitts DtizewsLion

Table 1 shows the percent of dis'crepancy between true i5 and MINISSA:I
I

d!
ij

for variou size groups N = 100,120, 10 under the six' method x stimuli

conditions; for group size N = 20 and N = 10, the median percent error across .

five and ten subgroups respectively is reported. A number of conclusions

can by drawn from these, result's.

Insert Table 1.about here

First, for the heterogeneous stimuli of 'set.]: and for a given group-size

N, sorting distances dj! contained about

rating or comparing distances. Thus the

Set 1 cities into the same clusters and

formation about cities Within a cluster

four times more error th.an'either

tendency of subjects to sort .N

the'resulting lack of proximityjn-

introduced coltiderable error into

the nonmetric multidimensional scaling configuration. As one wourd'expect,

this. condition became more severe with-decreasing group size and

lOss intra-ciuster information due to the inreased likelihood of 'com-

plete agreement among subjects' sortings. Increased agreement among the

ratings and comparisops of smaller groups and.the slight reductiv in discrim-

Inations among proximiiies had a similar effect on' the configurational

0
accuracy of these tasks.

Second, for the, homogeneous stimuli of Set 2, the sorting, rating and

oompa6ng methods,wexe equally accurate for applied purposes, except for

small saMples'fl < 10;'in fact, the sorting method produced noticeably more

accurate results for Set 2 than Set l'Aue to subjects' greater variability

in defining Set 2 clusters. ,The former result has interesting practical impli-

e

ij
.cations.Inthebehavioral:fsciences,aproximitySis normally perceived

11
4
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g, 10

variably across subjects, as for Set 2 stimuli., Onder such conditions, the
.

,
. .

sorting procedure tends to produce results as _accurate as rating pr comparing,
, ,

assuming.N > 10. Furthenpore, sorting requires considciably less time than

.rating or comparing. For only 3 = 30 objects,in7 the present study,tthe
0

average sorting time was 7 1/2 minutes as opposed to 11 and 11 1/2 minutes

for rating and comparing. :Since sorting time is a function of n while

rating,and'cOMparing time are a ,function of n(n-1)/2, this difference grows

rapidly as r.increases.

O

L

4
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